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Impact



reality  
on the sky

reality  
on the ground



key reports



impact modest today 
but could get MUCH worse



impact scorecard for 100K

Casual stargazing On the  
edge

Amateur Astronomy

Pro optical Astronomy

Radio Astronomy

Debris 

Bad

Bad

Very  
Bad

Potentially  
catstrophic

streaks in 
every image

10-20%  
longer

tens of  
disabling 
collsions/yr

m<6 ?



Mitigation



•Changing albedo 
•Predicting glints 
•Orbit height recommendations 
•Planned lifetimes 
•Publishing orbits 
•Radio beam re-direction 
•Software correction

All costs MONEY

ideas from engagement with companies

All takes TIME





Brightness (magnitude)
m=6 naked eye limit
m=7 Rubin crosstalk limit

OneWeb



Flares



Visibility and orbit height

Starlink 42,000  
at 550km

OneWeb 48,000  
at 1200km

OneWeb  
650



Awareness







Roberto Trotta 
Trieste

Sept 8-12



Max Alexander

Waste In Space

exhibition 2022 
National and 

International venues



Regulation



JASON report quote:

A company who wanted to launch a dump truck full of 
sand into the same orbit as the International Space 

Station would have no formal barriers to doing so in 
many countries around the world. 



Regulation scorecard
Broad Principles ✔

Competence to launch
Use of radio spectrum

Minimising Debris
Liability

Sky Pollution 

GSO interference 

✘

✔

✔

∽

✔

∽

LEO interference
✘ see Viasat 

court case 

in most countries..

“diplomatic channels”

non-binding guidelines

LEO advertising ∽✘ in some countries..

Outer Space Treaty

ITU

Atmospheric Pollution 

✘



regulatory 
shake-up 

will come?



Environment





key US 
legal case

should NEPA 
apply to major 

satellite 
projects?

assisted by Meredith Rawls, Moriba Jah,  
and many community contributors

available at  
https://andyxlastro.me



Key points
Orbital Space should be considered as part of 

the environment

We rely on that environment by looking through it 
as well as working within it

Environmental damage externalises costs

Environmental damage is significant and 
cumulative

FCC categorical exclusion dates from 1986 when 
there were only 389 active satellites



Max Alexander

Joanne Wheeler

Andy Lawrence

… and hopefully 
many backers..proposal being put to UK Govt 

to take to UN GA

Howard Nye

Hugh Lewis

discussing organisational home

Stuart Clark

probably 
Nov 2022



FIN


